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Chapter Two
Wolff Muroa
Special Tactics & Operations “Eisen Dragoon” Unit
Eisen Military Base, Nyx

ZAC 12 July, 2101

Gunther Proitzen
High Regent of the Guylos Empire
Ministry of Imperial Affairs
Imperial Ministry Building, Guylosian Capital, Delpoi

Dear Regent Gunther Proitzen,

I am contacting you in regards to unforeseen events that have recently transpired. While undergoing routine training on the Southern Shores of the Dark Continent my unit came under fire from a Republican patrol. We were able to repulse the ambush, and managed to capture three Republic pilots; the rest were killed in combat. However, we regretfully lost two of the new recruits recently assigned to my unit. As ordered I will leave the notification of their next of kin to your office.

I am concerned with the Republic’s interest in the Dark Continent. Already I have received reports that more scouting parties are on their way to the Southern Shores, and rumors are starting to come to light of an invasion fleet being built in the northern part of the Western Territories. Already our operations are being threatened by internal forces. If the Republic is allowed to continue amassing this rumored army, our plans for the empire’s future will be cut short.
On that note I must impress upon you my reservations of redeploying Agent Karasu to the Eisen Dragoon unit. While his ability to pilot a zoid is unquestionable, his reputation is anything but shining. His inability to follow orders has time and again put our plans in danger. His reckless behavior has caused the death of several imperial agents, and the destruction of over twenty zoids. It is my deepest opinion that he is a liability waiting to happen.

I apologize if I overstepped my bounds. Long live the Neo-Zenebas Empire.


Sincerely,

Wolff Muroa, Captain
Imperial Agent

